The Companion Journal:
Apply Karen’s Lessons Learned to
Empower Your Own Life,
from the Inside Out!

Introduction
I hope that my memoir about female empowerment captivated and inspired you as
you followed my journey to loving myself back into wholeness and rediscovering my
divinity. Many of the lessons I learned can be applied to your own life and hopefully
heal or serve as an example of how powerful you are, from the inside out.
Throughout my many adventures, successes, achievements, and challenges, I
always tried to live an empowered life. In my book, I wrote about my Midwest
upbringing; my work at IBM and the lawsuit that I won, at age 27, against IBM to
ensure equal pay for female employees; the experience of founding, owning, and
growing my own successful businesses; and the thrill I felt at being awarded
“Entrepreneur of the Year.” I also shared the challenges I faced feeling
disempowered in my personal life, as I survived domestic violence, while at the same
time, achieving awards, recognition, and success in my professional life.
When I was able to sell my second business at age 40 and officially retire, I followed
my passion and started an entirely new life chapter as an actor and musician. I
joined the Screen Actors Guild, appeared on Chicago Hope and numerous other TV
shows, did stand-up comedy, and became a singer/songwriter. My second passion
for international travel gave me the opportunity, at age 54, to became a Professor of
Practice in Entrepreneurship for American University in Yola, Africa.
Everything changed for me at the age of 63, when I was suddenly and unexpectedly
diagnosed with stage IV cancer. This experience has provided me with the
opportunity to surrender to my divinity and truly experience internal peace, love, joy,
and grace.
Although your journey will be
filled with your unique
adventures, successes,
achievements, and
challenges, I hope that this
Companion Journal to my
memoir will assist you in
applying the lessons I learned
to empower your own
personal and professional life.
With love, Karen
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Dreams for the Daughters
of the World
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Dreams for the Daughters of the World

Some of my most rewarding experiences have resulted
from being a mentor to women and girls. Often when we
imagine our own future, we lose sight of the impact that we
can have simply by role modeling for others who we are
and what we value. When imagining the future, consider
your hopes and dreams for the daughters of the world.

Here are My Dreams for the Daughters of the World:
´ All daughters deserve to live a life where they are free to
pursue their dreams without fear of repercussion, violence, or
ill will.
´ The world celebrates and supports them in all their abilities
and accomplishments.
´ They all know they can achieve any and all of their dreams
and desires.
´ They all know their sense of self truly comes from within
without the waste of energy it takes to learn this over time,
´ In proportion to the world female population, they are
equally represented in leadership positions, government,
and business ownership.
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What are YOUR Dreams for
the Daughters of the World?
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Wisdom Gained
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Wisdom Gained
Ø Know & Love Yourself
Ø Love Your Life’s Journey
Ø Appreciate Others
Although it is difficult to sum up the wisdom I gained
through a lifetime of experience, the most important lessons
I have learned are these three simple truths. They have
been the touchstones that I have used to guide me on my
own personal and professional journey.
This Guide is organized in Four Sections:
I.

Empower Your Life to Enhance Your Business &
Professional Success

II.

Stand Up for Yourself & Stay in Your Own Lane

III.

Follow Your Dreams Wherever They May Lead

IV.

Be the Change You Want to See in the World

In each section, you will find the Success Tips that I have
found most helpful in applying each of these three
touchstones to the various aspects of my personal and
professional life.
Following each of the Success Tips, you will find reflection
questions for you to explore how these three themes have
shown up in that area of your life. When fully cultivated in
every area of your life, you will feel more empowered to be
and live your true and authentic self.
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Section I:
Empower Yourself to
Enhance Your Business &
Professional Success
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Empower Yourself to Enhance Your
Business & Professional Success
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Know & Love Yourself:
´ Learn and understand yourself and cultivate and OWN your
professional style.
´ Always be you, your unique self…… Always YOU.
´ Believe in yourself, your life, your work, your products, and/or your
services.
´ Engage your “Inner Wise Woman” (i.e., the “Sage” part of your
brain) and trust your own wisdom, intuition, and knowing.
´ Don’t take any comments personally because they have nothing
to do with you. They are about what is inside the other person.

In what ways do you (or can you) cultivate your uniqueness,
believe in yourself fully, and engage your ”Inner Wise
Woman” to enhance your professional life?
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Empower Yourself to Enhance Your
Business & Professional Success
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Love Your Life’s Journey:
´ Love what you do! Love learning new things, meeting new
people, and learning about them, their work, and their lives!
´ Find a mentor, contact them, and ask them their preferred way for
you to follow up. Follow up and be persistent.
´ Be a life-long learner. Be curious, open to new ideas or
opportunities, and do research to build confidence in new areas.

How have you (or could you) be more curious, open to new people
and experiences, seek out mentors, and cultivate life-long learning?
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Empower Yourself to Enhance Your
Business & Professional Success
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Appreciate Others:
´ Recognize and honor the style preferences of others.
´ There is plenty of abundance and room for everyone to thrive. Lift
others up and celebrate their successes. Be happy for them, even
if their success came at your expense.
´ Build long-term relationships with people, clients, or organizations
and go the extra mile for others to show that you care.
´ Always say positive things about your customers, your competition,
or anyone!
´ Focus on the needs of the customer, client, or other person. Ask
open-ended, probing questions to learn about them, actively
listen for clues about their needs, take notes, and focus on what
you have or can do that might meet their needs. If your solution is
not the best fit for the other person, be honest and suggest
alternatives.

How have you (or could you) build long-term relationships
in your professional life, recognizing the unique preferences
of others and celebrating their successes?
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Section II:
Stand Up for Yourself &
Stay in Your Own Boat!
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Stand Up for Yourself & Stay in Your Own Boat!
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Know & Love Yourself:
´ Know who you are and your values. Engage the “Inner Wise
Woman” (i.e., the “Sage” part of your brain) to use blameless
discernment rather than judgment, so you recognize that not all
relationships are in your best interest. Let them go without guilt,
when necessary.
´ Ask yourself: How does this FEEL? Something is not healthy if it
does not FEEL good. Trust your instincts and choose the goal or
option that FEELS best to you.
´ Apply the same principals in your personal life that you do in
business. Value yourself, set appropriate boundaries, and leave
situations that do not respect or honor you for who you are.
´ Know that “It’s Not Your Fault!” When you stand up for yourself or
others, it is possible that you may be targeted by an abuser. Stand
up anyway!

In what ways do you (or could you) empower yourself fully in
your personal and professional life by trusting your instincts and
leaving situations that do not respect and honor you?
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Stand Up for Yourself & Stay in Your Own Boat!
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Love Your Life’s Journey:
´ Set your own goals and don’t try to fit yourself into someone else’s
mold.

How can setting your own unique goals and breaking the
mold created by others empower you more fully in your
personal and professional life?
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Stand Up for Yourself & Stay in Your Own Boat!
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Appreciate Others:
´ Love yourself and be with others who love themselves.
´ Stand up for yourself and others when you see inequity in life or
the workplace.

How could a greater appreciation for yourself and others
enhance the quality of your personal or professional life?
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Section III:
Follow Your Dreams
Wherever They May Lead
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Follow Your Dreams Wherever They May Lead
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Know & Love Yourself:
´ Never let your age stop you from believing that you can make
whatever change in your life that you want.
´ Follow your heart, what you love, and what FEELS good! Contrary
to popular belief, feeling good is a valuable goal! Ask yourself: Is it
FUN? If yes, engage, If no, decline.
´ Engage your “Inner Wise Woman” (i.e., the “Sage” part of your
brain) to follow your excitement, interests, passions, and talents!

How do you (or can you) follow your heart, excitement, interests,
passions, and talents to live a more satisfying and fulfilling life?
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Follow Your Dreams Wherever They May Lead
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Love Your Life’s Journey:
´ Always be open to saying “yes” and trying new things. Push
yourself outside your comfort zone and then practice new
behaviors until they come easily for you.
´ Focus on what FEELs right first. Then add the research and
networking to fine-tune the details and finalize your plans.
´ Turn every situation into an opportunity for learning.

How do you (or can you) be more open to trying new things,
expanding your comfort zone, and doing what feels right to you?
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Follow Your Dreams Wherever They May Lead
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Appreciate Others:
´ Don’t pay any attention to the “naysayers.” What works for you
will not work for them!
´ Always keep learning, growing, expanding, and networking with
people you know and those you don’t.

How do you (or can you) reach out to others more often to learn,
grow, and expand yourself, your opportunities, and your experiences?
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Section IV:
Be the Change You Want
to See in the World
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Be the Change You Want to See in the World
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Know & Love Yourself:
´ Create a personal mission statement (based on who you are as a
person and your values) and advocate for what is important to you.
´ Identify skills and talents that you can contribute and find ways
(time, expertise, money) to make a personal impact on a societal
issue or to make a difference with individuals or organizations
aligned with your mission and values.
´ Have faith in yourself, see the divine in everything, and be persistent!

Write your personal mission statement and then list a couple of
ways that you can contribute to making a difference for others:
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Be the Change You Want to See in the World
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Love Your Life’s Journey:
´ Look for opportunities to demonstrate personal leadership by
doing something that will be sustainable and live on beyond your
own efforts.
´ Do what you CAN do! Sometimes not being able to do something
is sending you in a direction you should be going anyway, but you
didn’t realize it at the time.

In what way(s) can you demonstrate personal
leadership and make a positive and sustainable
contribution to one or more people?
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Be the Change You Want to See in the World
Success Tips to Apply to Your Life
Appreciate Others:
´ Never be afraid to call anyone for any reason! Be brave and
fearless.
´ Ask people you know to refer you to people THEY know who could
provide information or assist you in some way. Then contact those
people!
´ Always start at the top of the organization or situation, because
that person can always refer you down. (NOTE: If you start at the
lower level of an organization, someone may be insulted if you go
above them later!)
´ Maintain good relationships and don’t take anything personally.

How can you expand your comfort zone and reach
out to people who can assist you in reaching your
personal or professional goals?
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Epilogue

It is with great sadness that I write this, as the world has just lost a bright
light, an individual who truly made a positive impact on thousands of
people on this planet.
Karen Dunning lost her battle with cancer on October 1, 2021. She died
the way that she lived…with great courage, dignity, peace, and grace.
I had the great privilege of knowing Karen for more than 25 years. We
met at a weekend event to support the efforts of a non-profit
organization, which was dedicated to teaching girls and young women
how to become entrepreneurs. We became fast friends, aligned around
common interests.
I can honestly say that Karen has been one of the most inspirational
women that I have met during my career. She “walked her talk,” role
modeling for others that true success can come by living a life of truth,
integrity, compassion, and generosity.
Although her demeanor often seemed quiet and unassuming, I was
continually amazed at her fearlessness, willingness to reach out to people
she didn’t know (even some of the most prominent dignitaries or
celebrities), and desire to live a life filled with passion and compassion.
Over the past year, I had the honor of working with Karen to document
her life and accomplishments on her website and create this Companion
Journal to her memoirs. I hope that you will find these as inspirational as I
have.
Susan McGraw
DivineInspirationAtWork.com

Go to KarenDunning.org to learn more about her story, purchase her
book, download free copies of this Companion Journal, or contribute to
her endowment to provide scholarships to students through the
“Karen Dunning Fund for Women’s Studies”
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
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